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Lights of San Remo
Open Water

With «Lights of San Remo», P for Pepsine
brings his second single into circulation in
2020. The song combines acoustic instruments
with tight downtempo beats and spreads
romance and hope at the same time! «Where
do you come from and where do you belong?»
P for Pepsine delivers the soundtrack to this big
question for all those who are on a long
journey and enjoy a mild summer evening
during a stopover. The song as a whole is in the
center of attention again. Exactly this was the
concept of the upcoming EP, which is supposed
to be released in autumn: warm, melancholic
but still multi-faceted pop without big detours.
On the direct way to the listener. Thus Pepsine
sets a clear contrast to the songs on his
previous release «Sunsets EP» (2015).
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Artist Information
P for Pepsine is a lo-ﬁ solo-orchestra based in
Lucerne, Switzerland. Repetition is not one of
Pepsine's strengths. But all the more the consistency of his own productions. Pepsine literally
lives the DIY concept. The distinctive vocals, the
typical songwriting and guitar playing as well as
a certain nonchalance characterize the songs
especially. And of course the combination of
analogue instruments and digital gimmicks.
With Pepsine you never know exactly what
you'll get: catchy singer-songwriter pearls or
rather dark, introverted, electronic songs that
only reveal their full beauty after several runs.
But a constancy remains: Pepsine always stages
and celebrates a very special mood in his songs
and thus delivers a special listening experience.
His productions are mostly created in his home
studio or in combination variations at diﬀerent
locations. And this is reﬂected in a certain
intimacy in his songs which cannot be overheard. This is exactly how pop music with an
individual
character
is
created.

Credits
Music & Lyrics: Pepsine
Recorded: Philippe Laﬀer & Pepsine
Produced: Pepsine
Mixdown: Philippe Laﬀer, Alterna, Basel
Mastering: Oli Bösch, Livingroomstudio, Bern
Label
11 P.M. Records
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